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Abstract. The selection of Open Source Software (OSS) applications is a 
complex and difficult task. The evolving nature of OSS with constant updates, 
as well as the vast number of available projects hampers the selection process. 
Advancements in evaluation methods offer assistance in measuring various 
quality aspects, but do not examine the financial implications of risks and 
uncertainties imposed by the frequent updates/modifications and by the 
dynamics of the OSS communities. We perceive the OSS applications as assets 
capable of generating value upon selection. The objective is to discover the 
uncertainty factors affecting the overall value, to measure the quality evolution 
and finally to quantify the expected generated utility value of the OSS 
candidates.  
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1 Introduction 

In the Open Source Software (OSS) realm, the enormous number of available projects 
and applications hinders the selection process. The available quality evaluation 
approaches provide a time static quality assessment and thus, are not able to handle 
the evolving nature of open source projects, the resulting changes in quality and the 
risks associated with these changes. Moreover, these approaches, do not examine the 
financial implications of risks and uncertainties imposed by the frequent 
updates/modifications and by the dynamics of the OSS communities.  

Quality-based economic valuation approaches dealing with design rational, have 
been introduced recently providing reasoning in IT investments where uncertainty and 
changes are difficult to predict [1].  The value-oriented notion of software artefacts 
has been treated with the Real Options Analysis (ROA) perceiving these artefacts as 
assets capable of generating value when properly managing the inherent risks, as 
“exercise options”. Inspired by previous endeavours of valuations [2], [3], [4], [5], in 
this paper we propose a method assisting the OSS applications selection, by managing 
the applications’ quality evolution, and valuate the selection as option, in a similar 
approach to financial options.  

The basic concept of our work is that a software development decision under 
uncertainty, such as the selection of an OSS application is comparable to a financial 
derivative. In financial markets a derivative is a financial instrument whose value 
depends on, or derives from, the values of basic underlying assets [6]. In our context 
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these assets are the candidate applications OSS applications. In its classic application, 
ROA uses the expected revenue notion as a foundation [7] and perceives the assets 
under examination as revenue generators based on the initial investment/acquiring 
cost and on the expected profits volatility.  

Our method proposes the employment of Real Options Analysis to exploit the OSS 
quality evolution and calculate the system’s generated value, aiming to maximise the 
benefits of the selection decision. Doing so, we inject extra intelligence to OSS 
selection process.   

The paper structure follows. In section two we provide the related research work 
followed by a detailed presentation of our method in section three. Finally in section 
four we discuss the threats to validity followed by the concluded remarks in section 
five.  

2 Background 

The OSS application selection process includes searching, locating, and evaluating 
processes based on pre-defined criteria, and deciding upon applications [8]. However, 
only a limited number of empirical studies on selection of OSS applications have been 
performed [9]. Even if successful applications of normative selection methods for both 
COTS and OSS exist, such methods are rarely applied [10]. In [11] authors attributed 
the situational nature of OSS, where project specific properties constrain the selection 
outcome, as one of the suspending factors limiting the adoption of normative selection 
methods. 

The limitation of the OSS evaluation can be justified partially to the subjective 
measurements provided by the communities and to the absence of well-structured and 
standardized quality models [12] [13] [14]. To overcome this obstacle, various research 
efforts have been introduced aiming to measure OSS quality employing different 
methods and focusing on different perspectives, ranging from source code quality 
analysis to community based metrics analysis, often with impressive results. Initial 
cumulative efforts resulted in a number of quality models, the most indicative and well 
known are summarised below. 

2.1 Software Quality Evaluation 

In our work we focus on the OSS quality and its evolution over project’s generations. 
We take advantage of the aforementioned efforts and we argue that quality evolution 
is generated and affected by the dynamic eco-system nature of OSS. In order to 
account for the uncertainties imposed by the dynamics inherent in OSS projects we 
perceive the OSS selection process as an investment under uncertainty that can be 
approached and formulated with different options.  

We make the hypothesis that OSS quality carries economic value in the form of real 
options, expressed through the right, but not the obligation, to select an OSS in the 
future, where the OSS to be selected is treated as a real asset. Real options analysis can 
help in discovering how OSS value changes over time, as quality changes through 
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project’s releases. Our aim is to provide OSS stakeholders with a method able to 
translate in financial terms the impact of quality evolution to the OSS selection with 
respect to potentially uncertain future conditions. 

2.2 Real Options 

Real Options Analysis (ROA) is based on the analogy between investment opportunities 
and financial options. A real option is a right, but not an obligation, to make a decision 
for a certain cost within a specific time frame. A project is perceived as an option on the 
underlying cash flows with multiple associated investment strategies to be exercised if 
conditions are favourable. The big advancement is that ROA accommodates not only 
the value of the investment’s expected revenues but also the future opportunities that 
flexibility creates. The inherent ability to react to market conditions increases the 
expected value of the investment by maintaining or improving the upside potential and 
limiting the downside loss. ROA overcomes the limitations of the traditional Discounted 
Cash Flow (DCF) method as it considers all possible price paths for the underlying 
project value and assumes a distribution for the underlying prices rather than a 
deterministic price assumption. 

As option is an asset that provides its owner the right without a symmetric obligation 
to make an investment decision such as growth, exit, wait, and learning etc. If 
conditions to investing arise, the owner can exercise the option by investing the strike 
price defined by the option. A call option gives the right to acquire an asset of uncertain 
future value for the strike price. There are two option mechanisms, namely the call and 
put. 

During the last decade Real Options theory found to be very attractive in IT 
investments [15], perceiving mainly the IT project from a holistic point of view, while 
in the same time efforts going a step further dealing with uncertainties inherent in 
software engineering practices were also introduced, such as in [16].  

Based on these foundations, the central idea of our work is that a selection 
decision, such as when to select a candidate OSS, is analogous to a financial 
derivative expressed as a call option, where the owner (the person in charge of the 
OSS selection) has the right to decide when it is preferable to select the OSS 
candidate application. In financial markets a derivative is a financial instrument 
whose value depends on, or derives from, the values of basic underlying assets [17].     

3 Proposed Method 

Initially inspired by the work [18] where the author applies Real Options Analysis in 
COTS (commercial off-the- shelf) based software development scenario and 
encouraged by [19], highlighting the similarities of COTS and OSS in the context of 
OTS (Off-the-shelf) software development, we approach the application of Real 
Options in the context of OSS application selection/integration in a similar fashion to 
this analytically presented in [3].    
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Our method exploits the results of OSS quality assessments, as a basis for options 
based analysis. We keep the mechanisms as broad and flexible as possible in order to 
assure its applicability through various existing state of the art OSS quality assessment 
tools/frameworks and through various situational contexts. In authors’ previous work 
[20] emphasis was given on the expected revenues each project could generate, while 
the application of Real Options was based on the simulated volatility of the most 
sensitive (the most affecting the Net Present Value) quality attributes. In this extended 
work we split the OSS applications selection process in three consecutive steps. The 
first step commences with the quality assessment of the candidate applications against 
the selected attributes. In the second we calculate the volatility of the scores of quality 
attributes in the form of (%) standard deviation, and finally in the third step we calculate 
the call options for each OSS candidate and we compare the results. In the following 
sections we analytically present these steps. 

3.1 Quality Assessment 

The majority of the available state of the art quality assessment methods can be used, for 
evaluating the desired quality attributes, as long as they provide weighted measurable 
metrics. The requirement in this step is to assess each candidate application against the 
same list of attributes. In this method we focus on fairly measurable attributes such as 
number of downloads per week, number of major releases, project maturity, 
Community adoption, etc. As the selection process of a candidate OSS can involve 
different stakeholders ranging from managers to software developers, different views of 
quality might be of concern. For example for an IT manager, factors influencing the 
evolution of the project, such as project downloads, From the other hand, for a software 
developer wishing to integrate an OSS to an existing system, the evolution of 
community adoption would provide more insights. For this reason above all, the 
proposed method should be constructed in a manner able to cope with different 
scenarios of use depending on the quality characteristics chosen.    

3.2 Calculate Quality Volatilities 

To perform the quality assessment and make inferences about the quality attributes, we 
employ available hierarchical quality models like the ones proposed in [21], [22], [23], 
[24]. The aim is to provide as much of automation as possible, through the analysis of 
source code and associated community metrics over the project’s releases, and calculate 
the evolution of quality in the next future release in the form of standard deviation. We 
cope with situations where the information available for making judgement concerning 
quality evolution is collected by activities initiated/performed by the project’s developer 
team and the involved community.  
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This information, like number of downloads or number of reported/fixed bugs can be 
extracted through the statistics services offered by OSS repositories (i.e. Sourceforge1) 
or more accurately through automatically extracting data from the project’s web pages 
and especially the source code control system, in the form of CVS [23]. The aim is to 
analyse the offered statistical data, and provide experts’ judgements about the evolution 
of the quality attributes [25]. For example by calculating the standard deviation –over 
the project’s releases- a judgement on several quality attributes could be made. Though 
we acknowledge the fact that the analysis is characterised by subjectivity due to its 
highly dependability on experts opinion [13] [26], we believe that as long as it provides 
better understanding to stakeholders involved [27], and is able to infuse experts' tacit 
knowledge into measures associated with the achievement level of software quality 
attributes [28], it is useful and can be used supportively to provide extra reasoning in the 
context of OSS selection.                 

3.3 Calculating the Value of a Call Option 

The investment opportunity can often be seen as a call option on the present value of the 
expected cash flows from the investment. The value of an option of the underlying asset 
depends on a number of variables: 

a) Current Value of the Underlying Asset: As option generates value from the 
underlying asset, changes in the value of the underlying asset affects  
the value of the option, an increase in the value of the asset will increase the 
value of the call option. 

b) Volatility of the Underlying Asset Value: The higher the variance in the 
value of the underlying asset, the greater the value of the option.  

c) Dividends on the Underlying Asset: The value of the underlying asset can be 
expected to decrease if dividend payments are made on the asset during the 
life of the option. Hence, the value of a call option decreases when the size 
of the dividend payments increases.  

d) Strike Price of Option: The value of the call option will decline as the strike 
price increases.  

e) Time to Expiration: Options tend to become more valuable as towards 
expiration time, as the longer the time to expiration the more the value of the 
asset to move. 

f) Riskless Interest Rate: As the buyer of an option pays the price of the option 
up front, an amortization of the cost is involved depending on the level of 
interest rate and the expiration time. Increases in the interest rate will 
increase the value of a call option. 

We extend the Option valuation mechanism to accommodate the specificities and 
constraints of the OSS realm. To proceed with the Options analysis we need the 
following input: 

Stock Price: The Stock Price for a candidate is expressed as the expected total cash 
flows or the utility value resulted from the successful adoption of the OSS for a given 
time frame.    

 
                                                           
1 www.Sourceforge.net 
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Strike Price: This is the accumulation of the costs Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 
for the transition to the OSS application for the given period until option expiration date 
[29]. Training/learning, software and Support costs are included here.  

Time interval:  This is the time until the opportunity disappears for making the 
selection. 

Volatility: Represents the quality fluctuation – evolution over project releases. 
Risk Free Rate: Assumed to be a known market value specific to the market domain 

[30]. 
Evolution Steps: The number of binomial steps to be calculated. 
For the calculation of the Stock Price we adopt the notion of utility from the works of 

[31].  In a similar approach to this described in [3], we assume that this value is totally 
due to the utility provided by each attribute. Thus, the total Stock Price (Value) for a 
given candidate (i) is given by the equation (1): 

 

SP (t) =     (1) 

Where Vj is the utility attributed to the j  quality attribute. 
The objective here is to calculate the Total Utility Value (the total utility expected to 

be obtained until the expiration date) and the Call Option Value (the value of the 
option). In our context this translates to: What is the total expected utility gain in the 
given time interval until selection and what is the option value in waiting until the time 
for making the selection expires? To calculate the option value for each candidate we 
apply binomial options pricing model [32]. 

We build for each candidate application two binomial lattices based on the American 
call option fashion, which dictates that the option (the selection) can be exercised at any 
given time until the expiration. The first lattice calculates the expected total OSS value, 
while the second calculates the option value, the amount by which a call option is in the 
money (utility), in other words “how far” it is profitable to wait until making the 
selection of an OSS candidate.  

To clarify the mechanisms of the binomial pricing model, lets consider an application 
whose value is initially So and an option on the application’s selection whose current 
value is f. Suppose that the option lasts for time T (time to select). During the life of the 
option, the application value (due to its quality) can either move up i.e. the project 
community enhances the quality of the given application, from So to a new level, Su or 
down, i.e the community stops supporting the application and thus its quality value 
decreases, to a new level Sd. 

The proportional increment in the application’s value when there is an up movement 
is u-1; the proportional decrement when there is a down movement is 1-d. If the 
application value moves up to Su, the payoff from the option is assumed to be fu; if the 
stock price moves down to Sd, the payoff from the option is assumed to be fd.  

From this point we calculate the binomial options value by applying the following 
equation (2):  
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Value = ([p * Option up + (1-p) * Option down] * exp (- r * Δt)),  (2) 

where r is the risk free rate corresponding to the life of the option, p is the probability of 
an up movement factor, 

p =    (3),  with  u =    (4) 

the up movement factor, d=1/u the down movement factor, and σ expressing in % the 
percentage of the quality volatility. Hence, similarly to equation (1), the total option value 
TOV for a given candidate (i) application will be given by the following equation (5): 

 

TOV (t) =     (5) 

Where OVj is the option value attributed to the j  quality attribute. 
It is to be noted here that we limit our focus on a simple selection process and do not 

consider in this work staged developments, upgrades and migrations of OSS 
applications which require a more in depth analysis. These cannot be dealt adequately 
with the simple call option mechanism but rather with combined option schemes. 
Nevertheless the binomial pricing model can effectively handle the simple selection 
process, framed as a call option regardless of the number of candidates.   

4 Applicability 

Several factors need to be taken into consideration when applying the proposed quality-
valuation method to realistic settings. Our method is based on the premise that 
calculation of volatility is always possible regardless of the scenario of use and the 
information at hand, as it is suggested that a fair amount of releases should be examined 
in order to obtain enough insights of quality’s evolution over the project’s life time. This 
requirement limits the method’s applicability only to mature and established projects.   

Another limitation is the assumption that it is feasible to calculate the expected 
revenues and the costs attributed to qualities examined for the OSS application under 
analysis. Even though, the employment of the notion of “utility” provides a handy 
workaround to contexts with inadequate financial historical data, it remains a difficult 
task and should be handled by experienced project managers.   

The calculated volatility strongly depends on the hierarchical quality model used. 
Different models could produce different estimates of volatility. Additionally, it is not 
always possible to efficiently perform structural analysis on the source code mainly due 
to tools’ constraints to code size. 

Our approach currently does not perform any kind of analysis on the correlations that 
naturally exist between quality attributes. The addition of a mechanism addressing the 
tradeoffs at quality level would increase the validity of the measured volatility limiting 
at the same the experts’ subjectivity. 

Lastly even though the mechanisms and the variables required performing the 
binomial lattice practices are simple enough, clear instructions on the methodology and 
the associated tools should be given prior to analysis.          
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5 Discussion - Conclusions 

We have presented a method assisting the OSS applications selection process. 
Assumptions were made in order to simplify our approach and to increase its 
applicability. We proposed a blend of evaluation methodologies and valuation analysis 
able to give insights to risks anticipated due to future uncertainties on the qualities of 
OSS applications.  

Our method provides an alternative view to the selection process in the uncertain 
Open Source Software realm. It is capable of shedding light to the mechanisms 
introducing uncertainty and manages this uncertainty to maximise the profits of our 
decisions. Nevertheless, we do not suggest that this proposed OSS application selection 
approach should be treated as panacea. Intuition and other factors should be taken 
always into account in the OSS selection process.  

Perceiving the selection decision as call option bearing monetary value introduces a 
link between the worlds of software technology and finance and thus, the results can 
easily be exploited by both developers and managers.  
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